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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In response to growing national concern about the number of veterans who might be at
risk for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) as a result of their military service, the Department
of Veterans Affairs (VA) asked the Institute of Medicine (IOM) to conduct a study on the
diagnosis and assessment of, and treatment and compensation for PTSD. An existing IOM
committee, the Committee on Gulf War and Health: Physiologic, Psychologic and Psychosocial
Effects of Deployment-Related Stress, was asked to conduct the diagnosis, assessment, and
treatment aspects of the study because its expertise was well-suited to the task. The committee
was specifically tasked to “review the scientific and medical literature related to the diagnosis
and assessment of PTSD, and to review PTSD treatments (including psychotherapy and
pharmacotherapy) and their efficacy.” In addition, the committee was given a series of specific
questions from VA regarding diagnosis, assessment, treatment, and compensation. The questions
pertaining to diagnosis and assessment and the committee’s responses are provided in Appendix
A. This report is a brief elaboration of the committee’s responses to VA’s questions, not a
detailed discussion of the procedures and tools that might be used in the diagnosis and
assessment of PTSD.
The committee decided to approach its task by separating diagnosis and assessment from
treatment and preparing two reports. This first report focuses on diagnosis and assessment of
PTSD. Given VA’s request for the report to be completed within 6 months, the committee
elected to rely primarily on reviews and other well-documented sources. A second report of this
committee will focus on treatment for PTSD; it will be issued in December 2006. A separate
committee, the Committee on Veterans' Compensation for Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, has
been established to conduct the compensation study; its report is expected to be issued in
December 2006.
CHARACTERISTICS OF POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER
PTSD is a psychiatric disorder that can develop after the direct, personal experiencing or
witnessing of a traumatic event, often life-threatening. The essential characteristic of PTSD is a
cluster of symptoms that include:
• Re-experiencing—intrusive recollections of a traumatic event, often through flashbacks or
nightmares,
• Avoidance or numbing—efforts to avoid anything associated with the trauma and numbing of
emotions,
• Hyperarousal—often manifested by difficulty in sleeping and concentrating and by irritability.
If those symptoms last for a month or less, they might be indicative of acute stress
disorder; however, for a diagnosis of PTSD to be made, the symptoms must be present for at
1
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least a month and must cause “clinically significant distress and/or impairment in social,
occupational, and/or other important areas of functioning.”
CURRENT DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA
Although there is a long history of descriptions of posttraumatic syndromes, the modern
era of diagnosing PTSD began in 1980 with the introduction of PTSD in the third edition of APA
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-III). Formal recognition of PTSD
led to a large body of systematic research on its features and research findings led to
modification and refinement of the diagnostic criteria. But many of the diagnostic criteria from
DMS-III are largely unchanged in the latest revision of the fourth edition of the diagnostic
manual, DSM-IV-TR (hereafter referred to as the DSM-IV).
The evidence-based diagnosis of PTSD, according to DSM-IV (see Box 2.1) has several
components: exposure to a traumatic event, intrusive re-experiencing of the event, avoidance and
numbing, hyperarousal, duration of symptoms for at least a month, and clinically significant
distress or impairment that was not present before the trauma.
CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS AND ASSESSMENT
Numerous traumatic events or stressors are known to influence the onset of PTSD;
however, not everyone who experiences a traumatic event or stressor will develop PTSD. Its
development depends on the intensity of the traumatic event or stressor and on a host of risk and
protective factors occurring before, during, and after the trauma.
After a traumatic event, there is substantial variation among patients with regard to both
the timing of the onset of symptoms and the types of symptoms. Furthermore, there might be a
delay between the onset of symptoms and when the patient seeks help. Patients also vary in how
they present to a health professional. For example, a patient might present at a health facility
with a physical or psychiatric complaint unrelated to PTSD, and it is only during the course of
evaluating or treating the patient for the presenting complaint that symptoms of PTSD can be
identified and a diagnosis made. In other cases, a patient might present to a mental health
professional who is conversant with the diagnosis of PTSD and is better able to elicit a narrative
of exposure and symptoms; or a family member or other person familiar with the veteran might
seek advice from a health professional about coping with a veteran who might be suffering from
PTSD. The presenting symptoms and initial diagnostic process are variable and might necessitate
a brief or long assessment.
Optimally, a patient is evaluated in a confidential setting with a face-to-face interview by
a health professional experienced in the diagnosis of psychiatric disorders, such as a psychiatrist,
psychologist, clinical social worker, or psychiatric nurse. The interview should elicit the patient’s
symptoms, assess the history of potentially traumatic events, determine whether the patient meets
the DSM-IV criteria for PTSD, determine the frequency and severity of symptoms and the
associated disability, and determine whether there are comorbid psychiatric and medical
conditions. It is critical that adequate time be allocated for this assessment. Depending on the
mental and physical health of the veteran, the veteran’s willingness and capacity to work with the
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health professional, and the presence of comorbid disorders, the process of diagnosis and
assessment will likely take at least an hour and could take many hours to complete.
Unfortunately, many health professionals do not have the time or experience to assess
psychiatric disorders adequately or are reluctant to attribute symptoms to a psychiatric disorder.
Furthermore, veterans with PTSD might not present to a mental health professional, because they
do not attribute their symptoms to a psychiatric disorder, they feel that a stigma is associated
with psychiatric illness, they have limited access to such professionals, or for other reasons, such
as cost. Therefore, health professionals should be aware that veterans, especially those who have
served in war theaters, are at risk for the development of PTSD, but might present with physical
or psychiatric complaints that are symptomatic of substance use disorder or other psychiatric
conditions. Health professionals should ask all veterans about possible exposure to potentially
traumatic events.
A basic component in diagnosing PTSD is determining whether a person has experienced
a traumatic event that has led to symptoms indicative of PTSD (see criterion A in Box 2.1). A
war environment is rife with opportunities for exposure to traumatic events of many types. Types
of traumatic stressors related to war include serving in dangerous military roles, such as driving a
truck at risk for encountering roadside bombs, patrolling the streets, and searching homes for
enemy combatants, suicide attacks, sexual assaults or severe sexual harassment, physical assault,
duties involving graves registration, accidents causing serious injuries or death, friendly fire,
serving in medical units, killing or injuring someone, seeing someone being killed, injured, or
tortured, and being taken hostage.
ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS
The most important consideration in diagnosing PTSD is a systematic, comprehensive
approach to obtaining a patient’s clinical history in a face-to-face, confidential diagnostic
interview. Structured and semi-structured approaches to diagnosing PTSD are also useful,
especially in epidemiologic and treatment-outcomes research. Some of the most widely used
interview instruments for diagnosing PTSD are the Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS),
the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV, the PTSD Symptom Scale–Interview Version, the
Structured Interview for PTSD, the Diagnostic Interview Schedule IV, and the Composite
International Diagnostic Interview.
Structured interviews such as the CAPS, which were developed specifically for diagnosis
of PTSD, might take an hour or more to administer, although others, such as the PSS-I, can take
less time. There are also several self-report instruments that can be used to help document
symptoms and traumatic exposures. These include the Posttraumatic Diagnostic Scale, the
Davidson Trauma Scale, and the Detailed Assessment of Posttraumatic Stress (DAPS). Each of
the instruments determines what symptoms of PTSD are present, as well as their frequency and
intensity.
Although numerous instruments have been developed for the diagnosis and assessment of
PTSD, the committee strongly concludes that the best way to determine whether a person is
suffering from PTSD is with a thorough, face-to-face clinical interview by a health professional
trained in diagnosing psychiatric disorders. Such a health professional will be familiar with the
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DSM-IV criteria for PTSD (which the committee finds are appropriate for diagnosing PTSD) and
will use those criteria when diagnosing patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) and Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) have resulted in
the deployment of hundreds of thousands of US military personnel to Afghanistan and Iraq since
2002. Recent reports note that substantial numbers of returning veterans are seeking mental
health services from Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) health facilities. For example, 35% of
OIF veterans accessed mental health services in military facilities during their first year after
returning from deployment to Iraq. That rate is much higher than the rates after deployment to
Afghanistan (OEF) or other deployments, such as Bosnia (Hoge et al. 2006). More than 17% of
the US Army soldiers and marines returning from deployment to Iraq screened positively for a
mental health problem more than 3 months after their return, and 12% of the returning troops
screened positively for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (Hoge et al. 2004).
Descriptions of soldiers suffering from combat stress after a war go back to ancient Greek
texts. However, it is the experiences of military psychiatrists in World War II that were
instrumental in spurring the medical profession into the modern era of psychiatric diagnosis. The
psychiatric profession, however, did not formally recognize the long-term effects of combat
stress as a disorder until decades later. Military psychiatrists felt that psychiatric disorders were
more pervasive and serious than they had expected before the war. They also believed, contrary
to prevailing views, that psychologic maladjustment could be triggered by an external stressor
(Grob 1994). Their influence was felt in classifying different types of mental illness in the first
edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), which was
published in 1951 by the American Psychiatric Association (APA). PTSD attained formal
recognition by the psychiatric profession after the Vietnam War. PTSD was formally recognized
as a disorder in the DSM in 1980 and psychiatric casualties are now seen in the same light as
medical casualties, that is, worthy of diagnosis and treatment.
CHARACTERISTICS OF POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER
PTSD is a psychiatric disorder that can develop after the direct, personal experiencing or
witnessing of a traumatic event, often life-threatening. The essential characteristic of PTSD is a
cluster of symptoms that include:
• Re-experiencing—intrusive recollections of a traumatic event, often through
flashbacks or nightmares,
• Avoidance or numbing—efforts to avoid anything associated with the trauma and
numbing of emotions,
• Hyperarousal—often manifested by difficulty in sleeping and concentrating and by
irritability (APA 2000).

5
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If those symptoms last for a month or less, they might be indicative of acute stress
disorder; however, for a diagnosis of PTSD to be made, the symptoms must be present for at
least a month and must cause “clinically significant distress and/or impairment in social,
occupational, and/or other important areas of functioning”(APA 2000).
Although the onset typically occurs shortly after exposure to a traumatic event, the lag
time between exposure and full manifestation of the condition can be variable and in some cases
long; if the onset of symptoms occurs more than six months after the trauma it is referred to as
delayed onset. Over the long term, PTSD can also be chronic or recurrent (Friedman 2003). In
some cases, PTSD occurs alone, but most people who have PTSD also have other psychiatric
disorders, such as major depressive disorder (Black et al. 2004; Kessler et al. 1995), that occur
either with or after the development of PTSD.
Numerous traumatic events or stressors are known to influence the onset of PTSD;
however, not everyone who experiences a traumatic event or stressor will develop PTSD. Its
development depends on the intensity of the traumatic event or stressor and on a host of risk and
protective factors occurring before, during, and after the trauma.
COMMITTEE’S TASK AND APPROACH
In response to growing national concern about the number of veterans who might be at
risk for PTSD and other mental health problems as a result of their military service, VA asked
the Institute of Medicine (IOM) to conduct a study on the diagnosis and assessment of, and
treatment and compensation for PTSD. An existing IOM committee, the Committee on Gulf War
and Health: Physiologic, Psychologic, and Psychosocial Effects of Deployment-Related Stress,
was asked to conduct the diagnosis, assessment, and treatment aspects of the study because its
expertise was well-suited to the task. The committee was specifically tasked to “review the
scientific and medical literature related to the diagnosis and assessment of PTSD, and to review
PTSD treatments (including psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy) and their efficacy.” In
addition, the committee was given a series of specific questions from VA regarding diagnosis,
assessment, treatment, and compensation. The questions pertaining to diagnosis and assessment
of PTSD and the committee’s responses are provided in Appendix A. This report is a brief
elaboration of the committee’s responses to VA’s questions, not a detailed discussion of the
procedures and tools that might be used in the diagnosis and assessment of PTSD.
The committee decided to approach its task by separating diagnosis and assessment from
treatment and preparing two reports. This first report focuses on diagnosis and assessment of
PTSD. Given VA’s request for the report to be completed within 6 months, the committee
elected to rely primarily on reviews and other well-documented sources. The committee began
its task by reviewing the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for PTSD because they are well-accepted
and used by VA’s compensation and pension program, as required by the Code of Federal
Regulations (38 CFR 4.130). DSM-IV is also accepted and relied upon by private healthinsurance companies, Medicare, Medicaid, and the Social Security Administration.
The committee will produce a second report that will focus on treatments for PTSD; it
will be issued in December 2006. A separate committee, the Committee on Veterans'
Compensation for Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, has been established to conduct the
compensation study; its report is expected to be issued in December 2006.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

Chapter 2 examines the clinical approach to the diagnosis and assessment of a patient
who might have PTSD, and Chapter 3 highlights some of the instruments that might be used in
assessment. Appendix A presents a series of questions posed by the VA about diagnosis and
assessment of PTSD and the committee’s responses to them. Appendix B discusses an approach
to the validation of any disorder and highlights the progress made in establishing PTSD as a
disorder. Appendix C provides a brief overview of some of the risk and protective factors that
might influence whether a person will develop PTSD.
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DIAGNOSIS AND ASSESSMENT

Many people are exposed to traumatic events; some of them will experience temporary
distress, others acute stress disorder (ASD), and still others will go on to develop posttraumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) or other conditions. ASD can be diagnosed only within the first month
after a traumatic event (APA 2000). If symptoms persist beyond a month, the person might meet
the criteria for PTSD. The criteria for PTSD are listed in the fourth edition of the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR, hereafter referred to as the
DSM-IV) (Box 2.1) and include symptoms of re-experiencing, intrusive recollections of a
traumatic event, as through flashbacks or nightmares; avoidance and numbing, efforts to avoid
anything associated with the trauma and numbing of emotions; and hyperarousal as manifested
by, for example, difficulty in sleeping or irritability (APA 2000).
PTSD symptoms can vary in severity and frequency and can leave patients with an array
of disabilities from mildly distressing to severely incapacitating. Although the onset typically
occurs shortly after exposure, the lag between exposure and full manifestation of PTSD is
variable and in some cases long (Bremner et al. 1996; Bryant and Harvey 2002; Carty et al.
2006; Gray et al. 2004; Green et al. 1990; Op den Velde et al. 1996; Port et al. 2001; Ruzich et
al. 2005); if the onset of symptoms occur more than six months after the trauma it is referred to
as delayed onset. PTSD can be chronic or recurrent (Friedman 2003). In some cases, it occurs
alone, but most people who have PTSD also have other psychiatric disorders, such as major
depressive disorder (Black et al. 2004; Kessler et al. 1995), that occur either at the same time as
or after the development of PTSD.
This chapter focuses on the diagnosis and assessment of PTSD beginning with the
accepted diagnostic criteria for PTSD (Box 2.1) as described in the American Psychiatric
Association’s DSM-IV (APA 2000). The chapter presents additional information that might be
useful for a comprehensive assessment of a PTSD patient, such as determining comorbidity,
symptom severity, functional status, and neuropsychologic impairments. The chapter concludes
with a comment about biomarkers that might be of future use in the diagnosis of PTSD.
CURRENT DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA
Although there is a long history of descriptions of posttraumatic syndromes, the modern
era of diagnosing PTSD began in 1980 with the introduction of PTSD in the third edition of APA
DSM (DSM-III). Formal recognition of PTSD led to a large body of systematic research on its
features and research findings led to modification and refinement of the diagnostic criteria. But
many of the diagnostic criteria in DMS-III are largely unchanged in the latest edition of the
diagnostic manual, DSM-IV.

9
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The evidence-based diagnosis of PTSD, according to DSM-IV (see Box 2.1) has several
components: exposure to a traumatic event, intrusive re-experiencing of the event, avoidance and
numbing, hyperarousal, at least a month of symptoms, and clinically significant distress or
impairment that was not present before the trauma.
The World Health Organization disease classification system, the 10th edition of
International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10), also includes diagnostic criteria for PTSD. The
ICD diagnostic criteria for PTSD are similar to those in DSM-IV but do not include the DSM-IV
criterion A2, that a response to a traumatic event involves intense fear, helplessness, or horror.
BOX 2.1 DSM-IV Diagnostic Criteria for Posttraumatic Stress Disorder

A. The person has been exposed to a traumatic event in which both of the following were present:
(1) the person experienced, witnessed, or was confronted with an event or events that involved
actual or threatened death or serious injury, or a threat to the physical integrity of self or
others
(2) the person's response involved intense fear, helplessness, or horror
B. The traumatic event is persistently re-experienced in one (or more) of the following ways:
(1) recurrent and intrusive distressing recollections of the event, including images, thoughts,
and/or perceptions
(2) recurrent distressing dreams of the event
(3) acting or feeling as if the traumatic event were recurring (includes a sense of reliving the
experience, illusions, hallucinations, and/or dissociative flashback episodes, including those
that occur on awakening or when intoxicated)
(4) intense psychological distress at exposure to internal or external cues that symbolize or
resemble an aspect of the traumatic event
(5) physiological reactivity on exposure to internal or external cues that symbolize or
resemble an aspect of the traumatic event
C. Persistent avoidance of stimuli associated with the trauma and numbing of general responsiveness
(not present before the trauma), as indicated by at least three of the following:
(1) efforts to avoid thoughts, feelings, and/or conversations associated with the trauma
(2) efforts to avoid activities, places, and/or people that arouse recollections of the trauma
(3) inability to recall an important aspect of the trauma
(4) markedly diminished interest or participation in significant activities
(5) feeling of detachment or estrangement from others
(6) restricted range of affect (e.g., inability to have loving feelings)
(7) sense of a foreshortened future (e.g., does not expect to have a career, marriage, children,
or a normal life span)
D. Persistent symptoms of increased arousal (not present before the trauma), as indicated by at least
two of the following:
(1) difficulty falling or staying asleep
(2) irritability or outbursts of anger
(3) difficulty concentrating
(4) hypervigilance
(5) exaggerated startle response
E. Duration of the disturbance (symptoms in Criteria B, C, and D) is more than one (1) month
F. The disturbance causes clinically significant distress and/or impairment in social, occupational,
and/or other important areas of functioning
Source: Reprinted with permission from APA 2000.
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CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS

After a traumatic event, there is substantial variation among patients with regard to both
the timing of the onset of symptoms and the types of symptoms. Furthermore, there might be a
delay between the onset of symptoms and when the patient seeks help. Patients also vary in how
they present to a health professional. For example, a patient might present at a health facility
with a physical or psychiatric complaint unrelated to PTSD, and it is only during the course of
evaluating or treating the patient for the presenting complaint that symptoms of PTSD are
identified and a diagnosis made. In other cases, a patient might present to a mental health
professional who is conversant with the diagnosis of PTSD and is better able to elicit a narrative
of exposure and symptoms, or a family member or other person familiar with the veteran might
seek advice from a health professional about coping with a veteran who might be suffering from
PTSD. The presenting symptoms and initial diagnostic process are variable and will necessitate a
brief or long assessment, depending on the veteran’s symptoms, mental and physical health,
willingness and capacity to work with the health professional, and the presence of other physical
or psychiatric disorders.
Optimally, a patient is evaluated in a confidential setting with a face-to-face interview by
a health professional experienced in the diagnosis of psychiatric disorders, such as a psychiatrist,
psychologist, clinical social worker, or psychiatric nurse. The interview should elicit the patient’s
symptoms, assess the history of potentially traumatic events, and determine whether the patient
meets the DSM-IV criteria for PTSD or whether the patient has a different psychiatric disorder,
such as major depressive disorder or a possible neurologic disorder, such as traumatic brain
injury. The health professional should also determine the frequency and severity of symptoms
and the associated disability, determine whether there are comorbid psychiatric and medical
conditions, and determine whether the patient might be malingering.
In some instances it might be difficult to elicit patient responses regarding each of the
DSM-IV criteria, such as avoidance. Many patients do not recognize avoidance, especially once it
has become a habit or a “rule.” If a health professional merely asks if the patient avoids anything
related to the trauma, the patient may respond negatively. However, if the patient is asked about
specifics, such as going out alone at night, driving down deserted highways, or walking past piles
of garbage, the patient might respond that they do not engage in those activities, thus providing
more detailed information that might assist in the diagnosis. Thus, health professionals might
need to ask patients about activities or symptoms in a variety of ways to help determine whether
the patient meets the DSM-IV criteria for PTSD.
It is critical that adequate time be allocated for this assessment. Depending on the mental
and physical health of the veteran, the veteran’s willingness and capacity to work with the health
professional, and the presence of comorbid disorders, the process of diagnosis and assessment
will likely take at least an hour or could take many hours to complete.
Unfortunately, many health professionals do not have the time or experience to assess
psychiatric disorders adequately or are reluctant to attribute symptoms to a psychiatric disorder.
Furthermore, veterans with PTSD might not present to a mental health professional, because they
do not attribute their symptoms to a psychiatric disorder, they feel that a stigma is associated
with psychiatric illnesses, they have limited access to such professionals, or for other reasons,
such as cost. Therefore, health professionals should be aware that veterans, especially those who
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have served in war theaters, are at risk for the development of PTSD, but might present with
physical or psychiatric complaints that are symptomatic of substance use disorder or other
psychiatric conditions. Health professionals should ask all veterans about possible exposure to
potentially traumatic events. Additionally, there is evidence that elderly veterans present with
more somatic complaints of PTSD (Owens et al. 2005). It has been found that war-related
psychiatric disorders are easily missed in the elderly male veteran, further emphasizing the need
for direct questioning regarding military service (Macleod 1994).
It should be noted that a person might not meet full criteria for a diagnosis of PTSD and
yet still be highly symptomatic and in need of treatment. PTSD symptoms might be mild to
severe, and functioning might be influenced by other factors, such as comorbid conditions or
social support. Severe symptoms might be disabling even in the absence of a full diagnosis.
A basic component in diagnosing PTSD is determining whether a person has experienced
a traumatic event that has led to symptoms indicative of PTSD (see criterion A in Box 2.1). A
war environment is rife with opportunities for exposure to traumatic events of many types (for
example, see Table 2.1). Types of traumatic stressors related to war include serving in dangerous
military roles, such as driving a truck at risk for encountering roadside bombs, patrolling the
streets, and searching homes for enemy combatants, suicide attacks, sexual assaults or severe
sexual harassment, physical assault, duties involving graves registration, accidents causing
serious injuries or death, friendly fire, serving in medical units, killing or injuring someone,
seeing someone being killed, injured, or tortured, and being taken hostage. From Vietnam to the
present, several self-report questionnaires (discussed in Chapter 3) have been developed and
administered to veterans to enhance the ability of well-trained and experienced professionals to
assess the veterans’ exposure to traumatic events.
TABLE 2.1 War Experiences Reported by Members of the US Army and Marine Combat Corps after Deployment
to Iraq or Afghanistana
Experience
Percentage Reporting Experience
Army Groups
Marine Group
Afghanistan (N = 1,962)
Iraq (N = 894)
Iraq (N = 815)
Being attacked or
58
89
95
ambushed
Receiving incoming
84
86
92
artillery, rocket, or
mortar fire
Being shot at or
66
93
97
receiving small-arms
fire
Shooting or directing
27
77
87
fire at the enemy
Being responsible for
12
48
65
the death of an enemy
combatant
Being responsible for
1
14
28
the death of a
noncombatant
Seeing dead bodies or
39
95
94
human remains
Handling or
12
50
57
uncovering human
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Percentage Reporting Experience
Army Groups
Marine Group
Afghanistan (N = 1,962)
Iraq (N = 894)
Iraq (N = 815)

remains
Seeing dead or
30
65
75
seriously injured
Americans
Knowing someone
43
86
87
seriously injured or
killed
Participating in
16
38
34
demining operations
46
69
83
Seeing ill or injured
women or children
whom you were unable
to help
Being wounded or
5
14
9
injured
Clearing or searching
57
80
86
homes or buildings
Engaging in hand-to3
22
9
hand combat
Saved the life of a
6
21
19
soldier or civilian
a
Responses obtained in March 2003 after 6-month deployment to Afghanistan and in October-December 2003 after
6- to 8-month deployment to Iraq. Data exclude missing values because not all respondents answered every
question. Combat experiences are worded as in survey.
Source: Adapted with permission from Hoge et al. 2004.

ASSESSMENT
In addition to the formal diagnostic process, a more comprehensive assessment of a
PTSD patient would include a determination of comorbidity, symptom severity, functional
status, neuropsychologic impairments, and malingering.
Determination of comorbidity is an essential component of the optimal assessment of a
patient with PTSD. Comorbidity refers to the presence of at least one disorder in addition to the
presenting diagnosis (for example, PTSD and major depressive disorder in the same person, or
PTSD and substance abuse in the same person). PTSD is marked by high rates of comorbidity;
some studies indicate that more than 80% of people who have a diagnosis of PTSD also have
major depressive or another psychiatric disorder (Black et al. 2004; Kessler et al. 1995). For
example, Kulka et al. (1990) found that 22% of Vietnam veterans with PTSD also had alcohol
abuse or dependence. Hyer et al. (1993) found comorbidity rates of 68 to 82% for PTSD and
lifetime prevalence of alcohol abuse. While a thorough clinical interview is likely to uncover
existing comorbidities, some diagnostic instruments, such as the Structured Clinical Interview
for DSM-IV, might also be used.
A comprehensive evaluation also will assess symptom severity (frequency and intensity),
especially as related to following the course of the illness and the response to treatment.
Symptom severity might be measured with a self-report questionnaire (for example, the PTSD
Checklist); however, such questionnaires should not be used as a stand-alone measure but as an
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adjunct to a diagnostic interview. Chapter 3 provides a discussion of some of the instruments that
are available to assess the severity of PTSD symptoms.
PTSD might impair a veteran’s ability to work or to engage successfully in other socially
defined roles, such as functioning as a parent or spouse or being able to support a family.
Functional ability should be assessed independently of symptom severity in a comprehensive
assessment. A diagnostic instrument, such as the Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale (see
Chapter 3) can be used to query the patient about perceived impairment in his or her social and
occupational functioning. The topic of functional ability is being considered by a separate
Institute of Medicine committee, the Committee on Veterans' Compensation for Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder, which has been established to conduct a study on compensation for PTSD.
Once a patient has been diagnosed with PTSD, testing might be useful in characterizing
neurobehavioral and neurocognitive impairments. Although neuropsychologic testing might be
used to validate the subjective reports of some patients, such tests might be diagnostically
confusing, as impairments in attention, working memory, speed of information processing,
delayed recall, and a number of other impairments might characterize not only PTSD, but also
other psychiatric disorders, such as generalized anxiety disorder, major depressive disorder, most
severe sleep disorders, chronic pain syndromes, postconcussive syndrome, and substance abuse.
Some studies show that the domains for which the most evidence of PTSD-related impairment
exists are attention and memory (Vasterling et al. 2005), and executive functioning and global
intellectual functioning (Wilson and Keane 2004). There are numerous neuropsychologic tests
that might be used to determine the presence and level of those impairments (for example, the
California Verbal Learning Test, Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test, the continuous Visual
Memory Test, the Verbal and Non Verbal Tests of the Wechsler Memory Scale, and the
Recognition Memory Test). It should be noted, however, that those tests are seldom used in
clinical settings but are employed primarily in research.
Some people who present with PTSD symptoms might be suspected of malingering, that
is, suspected of faking PTSD or intentionally exaggerating their symptoms (APA 2000; Wilson
and Keane 2004). The DSM acknowledges the potential for malingering in the presentation of
PTSD and recommends that health professionals keep several factors in mind when assessing a
patient, particularly in a medicolegal context; these include any significant discrepancies
between a patient’s reports of his or her symptoms and the clinical findings, a lack of
cooperation on the patient’s part in the diagnostic process or in following prescribed treatment,
and the presence of antisocial personality disorder (APA 2000).
Malingering in connection with PTSD might be suggested by several psychometric
instruments, such as MMPI-2 and the Impact of Event Scale−Revised. Resnick (1995) provides a
checklist of eight indicators, the presence of two or more of which suggests malingering. Those
indicators, some of which are similar to items described in the DSM are poor work record; prior
incapacitating injuries; discrepant capacity for work and recreation; unvarying, repetitive
dreams; antisocial personality traits; overidealized functioning before the trauma; evasiveness;
and inconsistency in symptoms. Building on the indicators, Wilson and Keane (2004) suggest
that clinicians also consider whether the patient demonstrates falsification of documentation, an
overemphasis on “flashback” experiences relative to other PTSD symptoms, a tendency to focus
blame for all problems on symptoms of PTSD, and psychometric testing that shows a pattern of
malingering and does not indicate probable PTSD. This topic will be considered by the Institute
of Medicine Committee on Veterans' Compensation for Post Traumatic Stress Disorder.
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BIOMARKERS OF POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER
A biomarker is a measurable biologic change that occurs in association with a disease
before, simultaneously with, or as a consequence of the disease. A biomarker is not a diagnostic
marker. In the case of PTSD, it does not imply causation, because the necessary cause of PTSD
is by definition a traumatic event. Biomarkers might represent pre-existing characteristics of
people prone to PTSD, rather than effects of PTSD or even effects of the traumatic event. Many
potential biomarkers are under study and they support a biologic basis of PTSD.
Examples of potential biomarkers being studied are increased concentrations of
corticotrophin-releasing factor (e.g., Charney 2004; Yehuda 2002); measures of hyperarousal in
response to stimuli and of delayed habituation to loud noises (e.g., Orr et al. 2003); measures of
physiologic changes in noradrenergic brain systems and the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis
(e.g., Southwick et al. 1994); alterations of brain structures, such as hyperactivation of the
amygdala and hypoactivation of the prefrontal cortex (e.g., Pissiota et al. 2002; Shin et al. 2004;
Vermetten and Bremner 2002); sleep disturbances (e.g., Breslau et al. 2004); and reduced
volume of the hippocampus (e.g., Bremner et al. 1995; Gilbertson et al. 2002; Smith 2005).
Currently, no biomarkers are useful in diagnosing PTSD, assessing the risk of developing it, or
charting its progression.
New and future biomarker studies might help elucidate the way in which genetic,
developmental, biologic, psychologic, experiential, and environmental factors interact to
influence risk of, vulnerability to, and resistance to PTSD. Such studies will inform
pathophysiologic models that might bring further breakthroughs in diagnosis and assessment.
CONCLUSION
As noted in this chapter, the core clinical features and diagnostic criteria of PTSD are
well-established, and are efficacious in guiding the diagnosis and assessment of patients. The
committee concluded that an optimal assessment of a patient consists of a face-to-face interview
in a confidential setting with a health professional experienced in the diagnosis of psychiatric
disorders. It is critical that adequate time be allocated for that assessment. Depending on the
mental and physical health of the veteran, the veteran’s willingness and capacity to work with the
health professional, and the presence of comorbid disorders, the process of diagnosis and
assessment will likely take at least an hour or could take many hours to complete.
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ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS

Although an optimal evaluation of a patient for PTSD consists of a face-to-face interview
by a mental health professional trained in diagnosing psychiatric disorders, several instruments
are available to facilitate the diagnosis and assessment of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD).
These include screening tools, diagnostic instruments, and trauma and symptom severity scales.
For example, there are brief screening tools, such as the 4-item Primary Care PTSD Screen,
developed by the Department of Veterans Affairs National Center for Posttraumatic Stress
Disorder; self-report screening instruments, such as the Posttraumatic Diagnostic Scale; and
structured or semi-structured interviews, such as the Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale
(CAPS), the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID), the Diagnostic Interview
Schedule for DSM-IV (DIS-IV), and the Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI),
all of which might be used prior to or as a complement to the clinical interview. These
instruments are discussed below. Such measures are used most frequently in research settings,
some might be used clinically to provide additional sources of documentation, and others might
be given to veterans at a health facility prior to their first interview with health professional.
Screening tools can be useful in initiating a conversation about exposure to traumatic events or
possible PTSD symptoms. However, as noted in Briere (2004) “no psychological test can replace
the focused attention, visible empathy, and extensive clinical experience of a well-trained and
seasoned trauma clinician.”
DIAGNOSTIC INTERVIEWS
A health professional might use an unstructured interview to elicit information from a
patient about symptoms related to each of the diagnostic criteria for PTSD. He or she might also
use a structured or semi-structured diagnostic interview such as the CAPS, SCID, PTSD
Symptom Scale–Interview Version (PSS-I), the Structured Interview for PTSD (SIP), the DISIV, or the CIDI. The use of those instruments can inform professional judgment in a clinical
setting, but they are more commonly used in epidemiologic and treatment outcomes research.
The CAPS is a semi-structured interview, developed by the Department of Veterans
Affairs National Center for Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. The CAPS should be administered
by a trained health professional and can be used to determine whether a patient meets the DSMIV diagnostic criteria for PTSD. It has the advantage of assessing the array of PTSD symptoms,
as well as their severity (frequency and intensity), but it cannot be used to determine the presence
of comorbid psychiatric disorders. The CAPS contains 34 questions, 17 of which measure
symptom frequency and 17 measure symptom intensity. The CAPS generally takes at least 40 to
60 minutes to administer (Foa and Tolin 2000).
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The SCID is a widely used structured clinical interview for psychiatric disorders that
contains a PTSD-specific module with 19 items. Like the CAPS, the SCID-PTSD module has
questions related to each of the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria; patients’ responses are listed as
present, absent, or subthreshold. The SCID, like the CAPS, should be administered by a trained
health professional. Unlike the CAPS, the SCID can be used to identify comorbid psychiatric
disorders (Briere 2004); that is important because comorbid psychiatric disorders are common in
PTSD patients. The SCID does not assess the severity of PTSD symptoms; the determination of
whether a symptom passes a severity threshold is left to clinical judgment or further testing with
a symptom-severity scale.
The PSS-I is a semi-structured interview that also assesses PTSD symptoms according to
DSM-IV and their severity (Foa and Tolin 2000). It contains 17 questions that correspond to each
of the DSM criteria and participants’ responses are rated by a health professional from zero (not
at all) to 3 (5 or more times per week/very much). It shows good agreement with the CAPS and
the SCID in diagnosing PTSD. The PSS-I may be slightly better at detecting actual PTSD,
whereas the CAPS is more accurate at ruling out false positives (Foa and Tolin 2000). This
interview was developed for and has been tested on civilian populations with known trauma
history, but has not been tested on combat veterans. The PSS-I has the advantage of taking only
about 20 to 30 minutes to administer.
The SIP is a 19-item questionnaire that is also based on the DSM-IV criteria for PTSD
(Davidson et al. 1989). Like the PSS-I, it identifies both PTSD symptoms and their severity and
has two additional items on survivor and behavior guilt. The SIP has been tested on combat
veterans with good correlation to other measures of PTSD but not to measures of combat
exposure (Riggs and Keane 2006). The SIP can take 10 to 30 minutes to administer by a trained
interviewer.
The DIS-IV is a structured interview for DSM-IV diagnoses designed to be administered
by trained lay interviewers and is used in psychiatric research to assess psychiatric disorders
(Friedman 2003). The CIDI is another structured diagnostic interview that can be used to assess
many psychiatric disorders, but, as an international instrument, it is based on the International
Criteria for Disease rather than the DSM. Like the DIS-IV, the CIDI can be administered by
carefully trained lay interviewers for research purposes. The DIS-IV and the CIDI have both
been used in major US population studies, such as the Epidemiologic Catchment Area program
and the National Comorbidity Study, respectively (Helzer et al. 1987; Kessler et al. 1997). Both
the DIS-IV and the CIDI can also be administered by clinicians. Those instruments aid in the
diagnosis of PTSD and other disorders as well, but they do not assess symptom severity.
Structured interviews that were developed specifically for diagnosis of PTSD, such as
the CAPS, will probably take longer to administer (an hour or more) but yield useful
information, for example, information regarding the intensity and frequency of symptoms, rather
than simply whether the symptoms are present. Some of the diagnostic instruments, such as the
PSS-I and SIP, can be used to determine not only whether a patient has PTSD symptoms but also
symptom severity, comorbid psychiatric disorders, and whether a patient is malingering.
There are also several self-report instruments that can be used to help document
symptoms and traumatic exposures. These include the Posttraumatic Diagnostic Scale (Foa et al.
1997), the Davidson Trauma Scale (Davidson et al. 1997), and the Detailed Assessment of
Posttraumatic Stress (DAPS) (Briere 2004). Each of the instruments determines what symptoms
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of PTSD are present, as well as their frequency and intensity. The DAPS, which has 104 items,
also assesses a broad range of psychologic functions and reactions. Although self-report
instruments have utility for screening people with possible PTSD and in research settings, they
should not substitute for a comprehensive diagnostic interview.
SELF-REPORTS OF TRAUMATIC EVENTS
Several self-report instruments have been developed to document a veteran’s exposure to
a war-zone traumatic event. Like the structured and semi-structured diagnostic interviews, they
can be used in a clinical setting but have had more use as research tools. Table 3.1 lists some
representative instruments that have been developed to assess exposure to traumatic events
associated with military service. They might be used in conjunction with a diagnostic interview
to document details of traumatic exposures. The instruments’ function is to obtain greater detail
about an exposure than the health professional might initially be able to elicit from the patient.
The selection of an instrument depends on the reported war-zone trauma.
TABLE 3.1 Self-Report Measures of Exposure to Military-Related Potentially Traumatic Events
Scale Name
Number of
References
Items
Abusive Violence Scale
5
Hendrix and Schumm 1990
Combat Exposure Index
7
Janes et al. 1991
Combat Exposure Scale
7
Keane et al. 1989
Deployment Risk and Resiliency
201
King et al. 2003
Inventory
Graves Registration Duty Scale
24
Sutker et al. 1994
Military Stress Scale
6
Watson et al. 1988
Sexual Experiences Questionnaire—
22
Fitzgerald et al. 1999
Department of Defense
Vietnam Era Stress Inventory—
46
Wilson et al. 1980
Specific Stressor Subscale
War Events Scale
84
Unger et al. 1998
War Zone Stress Scale
72
King et al. 1995a
Women’s Wartime Stressor Scale
27
Wolfe et al. 1993
Source: Adapted with permission from Wilson et al. 2004.

NONDIAGNOSTIC ASSESSMENT AND SCREENING INSTRUMENTS
Several validated questionnaires are available to describe PTSD symptom severity in
military personnel. Like the traumatic-event exposure instruments, they are self-report
instruments that might be used as adjuncts to diagnostic interview instruments such as the CAPS
or a comprehensive clinical diagnostic interview. Some of the instruments, such as the PTSD
Checklist (PCL), the Posttraumatic Diagnostic Scale (Foa et al. 1997), and Davidson Trauma
Scale (Davidson et al. 1997) discussed above, assess DSM-IV symptoms of PTSD as well as
symptom severity; others, such as the Keane PTSD Scale of the Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory (MMPI-PK), assess associated features of PTSD. With the PCL, patients
use a 1-5 scale to rate the frequency and intensity of their symptoms. The version developed for
the military (PCL-M), which was validated on 123 male veterans, has a test-retest reliability of
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96% (Blanchard et al. 1996; Weathers et al. 1991). The Mississippi Scale for Combat-Related
PTSD has a test-retest reliability of 97% (Keane et al. 1988). The Impact of Event
Scale−Revised (IES-R) is a widely used, 22-item, self-report instrument that measures a person’s
response to a traumatic stressor. The revised version more closely conforms with the DSM-IV
criteria for PTSD. The severity of each symptom, during the past week, is rated by the
respondent; the scale takes approximately 10 minutes to complete (Riggs and Keane 2006). The
IES (not revised), the MMPI-PK, and the Mississippi Scale for Combat-related PTSD were used
in the National Vietnam Veterans Readjustment Study. The Los Angeles Symptom Checklist
(King et al. 1995b) has also been used to measure PTSD symptoms in Vietnam veterans; it has a
test-retest reliability of 90% for all 43 items. Table 3.2 lists some of the symptom-severity
instruments that have been used in research settings.
It must be emphasized that the instruments for assessing symptom severity do not
diagnose PTSD and should not be used in lieu of a comprehensive clinical interview. Their
utility is in eliciting details about symptoms that might not be provided by a patient during a
clinical interview and they might provide an additional source of documentation.
TABLE 3.2 Symptom-Severity Instruments for PTSD
Scale
Number of
Items
PTSD Checklist
17
Mississippi Scale for Combat-related
35
PTSD
Impact of Event Scale−Revised
22
MMPI-PK
49
Self-Rating Inventory for PTSD
22
Posttraumatic Diagnostic Scale
49
Davidson Trauma Scale
17
War-Zone Related PTSD subscale of the
25
Symptom Checklist 90−Revised
Los Angeles Symptom Checklist
43

References
Blanchard et al. 1996
Keane et al. 1988; McFall et al. 1990
Horowitz et al. 1979
Keane et al. 1984
Hovens et al. 2002
Foa et al. 1997
Davidson et al. 1997
Derogatis and Cleary 1977
King et al. 1995b

In general, screening instruments are helpful for identifying people who might have a
disease but are not very useful for assessing disorder progression, prognosis, or treatment
efficacy. Screening instruments might be of value when a population is too large for each person
to be assessed individually; a screening instrument might be used to help identify people who
indicate that they have some PTSD symptoms and who would then receive a full diagnostic
assessment by a health professional.
Recently, the VA National Center for Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder has developed a
four-question screening tool, the Primary Care PTSD Screen (Prins et al. 2003), that can be used
by primary-care physicians and other health professionals (the questions are available at:
http://www.ncptsd.va.gov/facts/disasters/fs_screen_disaster.html). The Primary Care PTSD
Screen has a sensitivity of 78% and a specificity of 87% (Friedman 2006). Patients answering
yes to three or more of the questions should be considered for further evaluation for PTSD.
Other self-report screening instruments for PTSD have been developed and used with
community trauma patients, however, none have been validated on combat veterans. Among
these are: a short screening scale containing seven questions keyed to the DSM-IV criteria for
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PTSD (Breslau et al. 1999); the 17-item PTSD Symptom Scale Self-Report that was developed
to identify PTSD in patients with substance use disorder (Coffey et al. 1998); the Screen for
Posttraumatic Stress Symptoms that assesses PTSD in patients who do not report exposure to a
traumatic event (Carlson 2001); and the Psychiatric Diagnostic Screening Questionnaire, a 125item questionnaire with a PTSD subscale (Zimmerman and Mattia 2001).
CONCLUSION
Several screening tools and diagnostic instrument are available to assist the clinician in
making a PTSD diagnosis, documenting a traumatic event, and in assessing symptom severity.
However, none of those instruments alone can provide a comprehensive diagnosis and
assessment of a PTSD patient or replace a health professional trained in diagnosing psychiatric
disorders. While assessment instruments are helpful, they are used primarily in research settings.
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A
SPECIFIC QUESTIONS POSED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS
AFFAIRS TO THE INSTITUTE OF MEDICINE

The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) posed a series of the specific questions to the
Institute of Medicine. Below are the committee’s responses to the questions that focused on
diagnosis and assessment of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Questions related to treatment
or compensation will be considered in later reports.
1. What are the accepted diagnostic criteria for PTSD?
The accepted diagnostic criteria for PTSD are given in the fourth edition of the American
Psychiatric Association’s (APA) Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Text
Revision (DSM-IV-TR, hereafter referred to as the DSM-IV) (APA 2000). Chapter 2 (Box 2.1)
lists those diagnostic criteria. In addition to DSM-IV, the World Health Organization disease
classification system, ICD-10 (the International Classification of Diseases, 10th edition),
includes diagnostic criteria for PTSD. The ICD diagnostic criteria for PTSD are similar to those
in DSM-IV but do not include the DSM-IV criterion A2 (that a response to a traumatic event
involves intense fear, helplessness, or horror).
It should be noted that a person might not meet full criteria for the PTSD diagnosis and
yet still be highly symptomatic and in need of treatment. PTSD symptoms might be mild to
severe, and functioning might be influenced by other factors, such as comorbid conditions or
social support. Severe symptoms might be disabling even in the absence of a full diagnosis.
DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for PTSD are used by VA’s compensation and pension
program, as required by the Code of Federal Regulations (38 CFR 4.130). DSM-IV is also
accepted and relied on by private health-insurance companies, Medicare, Medicaid, and the
Social Security Administration.
2. What would an evidence-based criteria set for diagnosis of PTSD include?
The diagnostic criteria for PTSD in DSM-IV (Box 2.1) are evidence-based and are the
criteria most widely used by US health professionals. The criteria were developed by an expert
task force assembled by APA in accordance with the process described in the introductory
section of DSM-IV. The expert task force reviewed the evidence from the published scientific
literature, reanalyzed data where necessary, and evaluated evidence from studies examining how
the diagnostic criteria operate in real-world settings. A record of the evidence used by each task
force is compiled in the several volumes of the DSM-IV Sourcebook (APA 2000).
3. What constitutes a stressor?
A stressor is any agent, condition, event, or other stimulus that results in a stress
response. A stress response consists of behavioral and physiologic reactions that can cause
27
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changes in the functioning of an organism. A traumatic stressor, according to DSM-IV, involves
two criteria: (1) the person experiences, witnesses, or is confronted with an event(s) that involves
actual or threatened death or serious injury or threat to the physical integrity of oneself or others;
and (2) the person's response involves intense fear, helplessness, or horror. Traumatic events
during wartime, for example, might include serving in dangerous military roles, such as driving a
truck at risk for encountering roadside bombs, patrolling the streets, and searching homes for
enemy combatants, suicide attacks, sexual assaults or severe sexual harassment, physical assault,
duties involving graves registration, accidents causing serious injuries or death, friendly fire,
serving in medical units, killing or injuring someone, seeing someone being killed, injured, or
tortured, and being taken hostage.
4. How should stressful events be diagnosed and documented?
Health professionals with experience in diagnosing psychiatric disorders should rely on a
confidential interview to elicit and document the patient’s recollection of events, the impact on
the patient, and to determine whether symptoms are present. Health professionals should ask
relevant questions to determine whether the patient’s report is consonant with the DSM-IV
traumatic-stressor criteria (criterion A).
A number of instruments have been developed and are used, primarily in research
settings, to document exposures to combat-related traumatic stressors. It is important to
remember that each combat theater is different and therefore presents unique opportunities for
traumatic exposures. Health professionals need to be familiar with the specific kinds of traumatic
exposures that might be encountered in each theater.
In some clinical and research settings, it might be possible to obtain additional data
concerning combat-related traumatic exposures, such as contemporaneous combat records and
medical records of injuries. However, those records are not always reliable, complete, or
available and might not accurately reflect a person’s experience and psychological reactions.
5. How can and should a patient document a stressful event?
The primary role of the patient is to respond to the best of his or her ability to the
questions of the health professional to elicit information about the stressful event(s). It should be
noted that after exposure to trauma, the patient might have difficulty in recalling or describing
what occurred. Some patients might be able to provide additional sources of documentation, such
as eye-witness accounts, unit reports, medical records, occupational records, and medals or
honors.
6. What are the components of an evidence-based diagnosis of PTSD?
An evidence-based diagnosis of PTSD comprises six components, according to DSM-IV:
(1) exposure to a traumatic event, (2) intrusive re-experiencing of the traumatic event, (3)
avoidance and numbing symptoms that were not present before the trauma, (4) symptoms of
hyperarousal not present before the trauma, (5) at least a 1-month duration of symptoms, and (6)
associated clinically significant distress or impairment.
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7. What would diagnostic criteria be, based on best evidence, either based on or apart from
official standards?
All diagnostic criteria should be based on best evidence. The official diagnostic criteria
for PTSD as listed in DSM-IV were based on the best evidence that was available in 1994 when it
was published. As indicated in the introduction to the DSM-IV, “Most diagnoses now have an
empirical literature or available data sets that are relevant to decisions regarding the revision of
the diagnostic manual. The Task Force on DSM–IV and its Work Groups conducted a 3-stage
empirical process that included: (1) comprehensive and systematic reviews of the public
literature, (2) reanalyses of already-collected data sets, and (3) extensive issue-focused field
trials” (APA 2000).
As new evidence becomes available, DSM will be revised as necessary to reflect that
evidence as reviewed by its expert panel. A new task force on PTSD will be formed in
preparation for the next edition of DSM, which is to be published in 2011.
8. What constitutes optimal evaluation of a patient for PTSD?
Optimally, a patient should be evaluated in a confidential setting in a face-to-face
interview by a health professional experienced in diagnosing psychiatric disorders (for example,
psychiatrists, psychologists, clinical social workers, and psychiatric nurses). The interview
should elicit the patient’s symptoms, assess the history of potentially traumatic events, determine
whether the patient meets the DSM-IV criteria for PTSD (see Chapter 2, Box 2.1), determine the
frequency and severity of symptoms and any associated disability, and assess the presence of
comorbid psychiatric and medical conditions. Adequate time should be devoted to this
assessment. Depending on the mental and physical health status of the veteran and on the
experience and background of the health professional conducting the assessment, the diagnosis
and assessment process will likely take at least an hour or could take many hours to complete.
A major problem in optimizing evaluation for PTSD is that many health professionals do
not have the time or experience to assess psychiatric disorders adequately or might be reluctant
to attribute a veteran’s symptoms to a psychiatric disorder. Furthermore, veterans with PTSD
might not present to a mental-health professional, because they might not attribute their
symptoms to a psychiatric disorder, they might feel that there is a stigma associated with
psychiatric illnesses, they might have little or inadequate access to such professionals, or there
might be other considerations, such as cost.
Health professionals should be aware that veterans, especially those who have served in
war theaters, are at risk for the development of PTSD, but might present with physical or
psychiatric complaints that are symptomatic of substance use disorder or other psychiatric
conditions. Health professionals should ask all veterans about possible exposure to potentially
traumatic events. Brief screening instruments for PTSD have been developed for use in primarycare settings and should be considered to identify patients who might benefit from further
evaluation.
9. What neuropsychological evaluation or other testing should be included in an optimal
evaluation of a patient for PTSD?
Neuropsychological testing is not part of a PTSD diagnostic evaluation. However, during
the evaluation of a patient for PTSD, a health professional might identify problems, such as
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memory loss, attention deficits, or confusion, which might suggest the appropriateness of
neuropsychologic testing.
10. What are useful biomarkers?
No biomarkers are clinically useful or specific in diagnosing PTSD, assessing the risk of
developing it, or charting its progression. Many biomarkers, however, are under study and they
support a biologic basis of PTSD. Potential biomarkers currently under study include increased
concentrations of corticotropin-releasing factor in the cerebrospinal fluid; low cortisol
concentrations in the blood; measures of hyperarousal; delayed habituation to loud noises; panic
attacks and flashbacks when noradrenergic systems are activated; alterations of brain structures,
such as hyperactivation of the amygdala and hypoactivation of the prefrontal cortex when the
person remembers trauma; and sleep disturbances, including nightmares of traumatic events.
Reduced volume of the hippocampus might also be correlated with the development of PTSD.
Preliminary evidence suggests that genetic factors might play a predisposing or modulating role
in the development of PTSD.
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B
ESTABLISHING POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER
AS A PSYCHIATRIC DISORDER

As with many other disorders introduced decades ago, posttraumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) was first added to psychiatry's diagnostic manual without what is considered by today's
standards to be rigorous evidence from systematic research. Its introduction was based on
clinicians' informal experience with groups of Vietnam veterans and Holocaust victims rather
than on formal studies (Brewin 2003; Shepherd 2001). Nevertheless, many of the symptoms
originally listed in the first diagnostic criteria for PTSD introduced in the third edition (1980) of
the American Psychiatric Association (APA) Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, DSM-III, have remained largely unchanged in the current (fourth) edition of the
manual, DSM-IV.
Today, health professionals in the United States diagnose psychiatric disorders according
to criteria listed in DSM-IV (APA 2000). DSM is the most authoritative source used by
clinicians, mental health professionals, government agencies, and health insurers. Its diagnoses
have myriad applications in health statistics, reimbursement, disability claims, and
recordkeeping. The decision to revise diagnostic criteria or to add a new disorder to DSM is
made by a consensus of experts organized under the auspices of the APA. The process relies on
evaluation of the best available evidence from clinical practice and research.
A decade before the DSM-III, a landmark paper proposed five criteria to establish the
validity of a psychiatric diagnosis on the basis of methods used in other fields of medicine for
validation of medical diagnoses (Robins and Guze 1970). The criteria, which Robins and Guze’s
influential paper called phases, were on the leading edge of the effort to classify psychiatric
illness on the basis of systematic studies. The concept constituted a departure from the traditional
dependence of psychiatric diagnosis on psychoanalytic theory. Robins and Guze wanted the field
of psychiatry to split with its nonscientific past and, through more systematic data-based studies,
achieve an equal footing with the rest of medicine (Luhrmann 2000). "We believe that a valid
classification is an essential step in science. . . One of the reasons that diagnostic classification
has fallen into disrepute among some psychiatrists is that diagnostic schemes have been largely
based on a priori principles rather than upon systematic studies" (Robins and Guze 1970). The a
priori principles alluded to were psychoanalytic theories about causation of psychiatric illness.
The work of Robins and Guze was elaborated on by Kendler (1980), Kendell (1989), and
Kendell and Jablensky (2003), who distinguished between antecedent validators (precipitating
factors), concurrent validators (psychologic tests), and predictive validators (diagnostic
consistency over time).
Applying the five phases of Robins and Guze, this section examines the evidence that
PTSD is a valid disorder (as defined below). It is not an exhaustive review but illustrates the
complex nature of diagnostic validation, a process that often takes years or decades. The process
31
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is always receptive to new empirical evidence in shaping the outcome, the diagnostic criteria
themselves. The five phases set a high bar for any diagnosis in medicine, and few existing
diagnoses, whether in psychiatry or in other fields, would meet all of them. Therefore, fulfilling
all the phases should not be seen as an absolute requirement for inclusion of a disorder in a
classification scheme, such as DSM.
At the outset, it is important to emphasize that validating PTSD as a disorder is not the
same as making a PTSD diagnosis. Making a diagnosis is guided by knowledge of diagnostic
criteria, to be sure, but it also requires clinical judgment in application of criteria: "the specific
diagnostic criteria included in DSM-IV are meant to serve as guidelines to be informed by
clinical judgment and are not meant to be used in a cookbook fashion" (APA 2000).
The five phases for establishing the validity of a disorder (Robins and Guze 1970) are as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Describe the core clinical features of the disorder.
Differentiate the disorder from other disorders.
Conduct laboratory studies.
Determine the temporal stability of the disorder.
Determine whether the disorder aggregates in families.

This appendix is organized according to each of the five phases. Wherever possible, we
draw on studies of veterans or other groups with comparable traumatic exposures.
CORE CLINICAL FEATURES
Defining a disorder begins by describing individual cases and then proceeds to the
gathering of more data. In the 1970s, clinicians treating Vietnam veterans described two core
symptom clusters: re-experiencing a trauma through flashbacks and other symptoms, and
reacting to the reminders of the trauma with avoidance (avoiding thoughts, feelings, or
conversations about the traumatic event or situations that remind one of it) and emotional
numbness (diminished responsiveness to the external world, feeling of detachment from other
people, or having a marked inability to feel emotions, such as intimacy and tenderness). A third
core symptom cluster, hyperarousal, was added in 1987 with publication of a revision of DSMIII, DSM-III-R, because high levels of arousal had been associated with PTSD in studies during
the intervening years (Brewin 2003).
Several additional lines of evidence help to characterize PTSD’s core clinical features in
the first phase of validating the disorder. The first draws from statistical studies that use factor
analysis to explore whether PTSD symptom clusters cohere. The questions for research are, Do
the symptom clusters (re-experiencing, numbing and avoidance, and hyperarousal) cohere (occur
together)? Do they correspond to underlying biologic or psychologic processes? Asmundson et
al. (2004) examined the results of numerous factor analysis studies and concluded that many of
them support PTSD as having four core symptom clusters instead of three: re-experiencing and
hyperarousal were indeed separate symptom clusters, but avoidance and numbing actually
represented two separate ones instead of a single cluster, as defined in DSM-IV.
The second line of evidence draws from epidemiologic research suggesting that PTSD’s
core clinical features have been found to be consistent among the diverse populations in which it
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has been studied. After the Gulf War, veterans from three developed countries, the United States
(Iowa), Australia, and Canada, displayed a similar prevalence of PTSD (Black et al. 2004; Goss
Gilroy Inc. 1998; Ikin et al. 2004; McKenzie et al. 2004). The consistency of PTSD in diverse
populations is also supported by studies that compared PTSD prevalence in developed and
undeveloped countries. People in undeveloped countries and non-Western cultures might be
expected, a priori, to have different ways of manifesting distress from trauma exposure
(Department of Health and Human Services 2001), but PTSD has been documented worldwide
in postconflict settings, including Algeria and Palestinian territories (de Jong et al. 2003),
whether after war or after mass violence. In one study, cross-national similarities were found
among civilians in the United States and Kenya after the same type of traumatic event, a terrorist
bombing (North et al. 2005). That study evaluated people who several months earlier had been
directly exposed to a terrorist bombing and also measured PTSD with uniformity of assessment
(a fully structured psychiatric interview, the Diagnostic Interview Schedule, with adjustments for
cultural differences in expression). The study found similar bombing-related PTSD prevalence
among survivors in the two countries and similar prevalence in the two sexes: some 30% of men
and 50% of the women from both the United States and Kenya had PTSD related to the terrorist
bombing. Those studies of veterans from different countries and numerous other populations and
traumatic events support the concept of PTSD as a distinct disorder.
DIFFERENTIATING POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER
FROM OTHER DISORDERS
A valid disorder is one that is distinct from others with similar symptoms, rather than
merely another manifestation of them. The differentiation phase is difficult to apply to PTSD
because it shares many symptoms with other psychiatric disorders, notably other types of anxiety
disorders and major depressive disorder. Another difficulty is that a patient who has PTSD is
likely also to have at least one other psychiatric disorder (a phenomenon known as comorbidity).
Comorbidity, by itself, does not preclude the validation of PTSD as a distinct disorder, but it
makes the process of demonstrating its distinctiveness more difficult.
A study (Keane et al. 1997) sought to determine systematically whether PTSD is
distinguishable from major depressive disorder (MDD) and generalized anxiety disorder (GAD).
Psychologists and psychiatrists highly experienced in diagnosing PTSD were asked to
distinguish among the three disorders by carefully rating their distinguishing clinical features.
The investigators gave more than 300 Department of Veterans Affairs clinicians a list of 80
descriptors for all three disorders (using symptoms from DSM-III-R and associated features), and
10 distracters (features not directly related to any of the three). Sixteen of the 80 descriptors
overlapped with two disorders and in some cases overlapped with all three. The clinicians were
asked to rate the extent to which each item on the list characterized each of the three disorders.
The study found that experienced clinicians could readily identify features distinguishing PTSD
from the other two disorders, although this was not tested in patients.
In particular, these distinguishing characteristics of PTSD were identified: symptoms
linked to a specific trauma, symptoms of avoiding anything reminiscent of the trauma, and fears
of acting out anger and frustration in response to lingering effects of the trauma. Features that the
clinicians identified as distinguishing PTSD from MDD in particular were involvement with
current activities not reminiscent of the trauma. MDD was related to inactivity. GAD was
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accompanied by widespread physiologic reactivity, whereas physiologic reactivity in PTSD was
more closely associated with memories of traumas. The study also identified the 34 descriptors
most strongly identified with each of the three disorders. Finally, using factor analysis, the study
uncovered the minimal number of hypothetical factors that the clinicians used to identify the
three disorders. The study did not demonstrate that health professionals can distinguish PTSD,
GAD, and MDD from each other in patients, but it did show that features of PTSD are
conceptually distinct from the other disorders.
DSM-IV spells out the particular diagnoses that must be considered when a patient is
being evaluated for PTSD. Differential diagnoses include panic disorder, GAD, phobias, MDD,
bipolar II disorder, somatization disorder, substance-use disorders, adjustment disorders,
psychotic disorders, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and malingering.
CONDUCTING LABORATORY STUDIES OF POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS
DISORDER
The broad term laboratory studies refers to a variety of physiologic tests, imaging
techniques, pathology studies, and other means of medical examination that can support the
investigation of PTSD as a valid disorder. Laboratory studies are of two general types:
reproducible psychologic tests and studies of biologic markers (Robins and Guze 1970). A
psychologic test, in this context, measures objectively observed behaviors (patterns of responses
to test questions) associated with a disorder. The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory,
for example, can help to distinguish between expression of genuine illness and symptom
exaggeration.
A biologic marker (biomarker) is a measurable biologic change that occurs before,
during, or as a consequence of a disease process. Many biomarkers are under study, and they
support a biologic basis of PTSD (see Chapter). The last 2 decades have witnessed progress in
developing laboratory tests to validate PTSD as a disorder but none has been shown to be
specific enough to distinguish people who have PTSD from those who do not. In other words,
no laboratory test is currently useful for diagnosing PTSD.
DEMONSTRATING TEMPORAL STABILITY OF POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS
DISORDER
Temporal stability is related to whether a disorder retains its distinct profile or evolves
into another, established disorder. During the first days and weeks after a traumatic event, an
immediate stress response might occur in a large proportion of those exposed. The immediate
phase can last for several days or weeks. Thereafter, effects start to decline in most people,
depending on the traumatic event and its intensity. For that reason, DSM-IV does not permit the
diagnosis of PTSD before the passage of at least a month after the traumatic event.
To establish temporal stability, the same disorder must be present in the same person at a
second time in a longitudinal assessment. For example, all the people in the index sample with a
diagnosis might no longer report symptoms of that diagnosis at followup, but they might be
replaced by an equal number of new cases in people who did not have the disorder at the index
time. That is, the overall percentages with PTSD at index and followup could be the same, but
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the stability of the cases would be zero. Therefore, individual cases, rather than overall rates,
should be examined because of individual fluctuations.
Temporal stability also requires that the condition not evolve into a different psychiatric
disorder. It is important to evaluate a person for all the other disorders that are part of a
differential diagnosis of PTSD, such as GAD and MDD, both at the index time and at followup.
Meeting those two criteria requires that studies be longitudinal and use a broad-based assessment
method that evaluates participants for PTSD and for other psychiatric disorders. However, the
committee was unable to locate such studies for PTSD.
DETERMINING WHETHER POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER
AGGREGATES IN FAMILIES
The fifth phase in validating a disorder is to determine whether it aggregates in families
(Robins and Guze 1970). A key question is how a family history contributes to PTSD. Is it
through genetic vulnerability, shared family environment, or both? Research in the 1980s
suggested that PTSD occurred in families with other anxiety disorders and depression. It found
that family members of veterans with PTSD had higher rates of GAD, alcoholism, and (to a
lesser extent) MDD and other types of depressive illness (Davidson et al. 1989; Davidson et al.
1985). A family history of psychiatric illness might increase vulnerability to developing PTSD,
but according to the conclusions of two recent meta-analyses, it plays a relatively small role
(Brewin et al. 2000; Ozer et al. 2003).
Twin studies help to sort out the relative contributions of shared genes versus shared
environment. In one study of more than 4,000 twins during the Vietnam era (True et al. 1993),
the investigators analyzed data from members of male twin pairs both of whom served in
Southeast Asia versus twin pairs neither of whom served there. Monozygotic twins had a higher
concordance than dizygotic twins for combat exposure. That indicates that exposure was not
random and complicates the analysis of the role of genes versus shared environment in
predisposition to PTSD. The investigators first had to make a statistical adjustment to remove the
effect of monozygotic twins’ having higher concordance for combat exposure. Even after the
adjustment, they found that genetic factors accounted for around one-third of PTSD symptoms.
They interpreted their findings as indicating that genes played a dual role: as risk factors for
onset of PTSD and as risk factors for exposure to combat (which, in turn, enhances the risk of
PTSD). That finding is supported by several other studies (Breslau et al. 1991; Lyons et al.
1993). The shared environment in which twins grew up played a very small role, predicting only
one symptom: painful memories. A separate analysis of the same twins dataset found that the
severity of combat exposure itself was far more important than genetics in the long-term
persistence of PTSD symptoms (Goldberg et al. 1990; Roy-Byrne et al. 2004).
A separate avenue of research implicating genes involves the study of the hippocampus, a
brain structure associated with attention and memory. Reduced hippocampal volume has been
found to be associated with PTSD (Bremner et al. 1995)
Also, in light of the evidence suggesting genetic involvement in PTSD, recent studies
have begun to identify specific genes. The two potential genes noted here are related to
neurotransmission in the brain. One potential candidate is the serotonin transporter promoter
gene (Lee et al. 2005). It was chosen for study because alterations in serotonin concentrations are
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associated with symptoms commonly seen in PTSD, including hypervigilance, exaggerated
startle, irritability, impulsivity, aggression, and intrusive memories (Southwick et al. 1999).
Another potential candidate is the D2 dopamine receptor gene, which might be linked to a
favorable treatment response to the drug paroxetine. Investigators considered that the gene might
be useful in predicting which PTSD patients would improve in social functioning if treated with
paroxetine (Lawford et al. 2003).
CONCLUSION
This appendix has examined the evidence for establishing PTSD as a valid disorder by
using the five criteria proposed by Robins and Guze (1970): describing the core clinical features;
differentiating from other disorders, conducting laboratory studies, determining temporal
stability, and determining aggregation in families. The evidence is robust for the core clinical
features of PTSD, which appear to be consistent among diverse populations. Progress has been
made in fulfilling the remaining criteria.
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RISK AND PROTECTIVE FACTORS

Some people who are exposed to a traumatic event will develop posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) while others will not. Its occurrence depends on a complex interplay between
risk factors that increase the likelihood of onset and protective factors that diminish it. Other
variables influence the development of PTSD, including factors that preceded the exposure to
trauma, factors associated with the trauma exposure itself, and factors associated with the
recovery environment.
This appendix presents an abbreviated discussion of a few of the numerous risk factors
and protective factors that might influence the development of PTSD among military personnel.
The topic will be considered by the committee in greater detail in a report on deployment-related
stress due to be published in 2007.
RISK FACTORS
For a military population, one of the most important risk factors for the onset of PTSD is
exposure to combat. Features of combat, such as its intensity, whether an injury was sustained, or
whether torture or captivity occurred, are related to the severity of exposures that by definition
qualify within the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-IV) criteria as traumatic. Other risk
factors that might be involved with the development of PTSD are, for example, military sexual
assault, homecoming environment, sex, and ethnicity (see Table C.1).
TABLE C.1 Risk Factors for PTSD in Military Populations
Risk Factor
References
Combat Exposure
Combat and its severity
Black et al. 2004; Goldberg et al. 1990; Hoge et al.
2004; Kang et al. 2003; Kulka et al. 1990; O'Toole et
al. 1998; Roy-Byrne et al. 2004; Wolfe et al. 1999
Being wounded or injured
Koren et al. 2005; North et al. 1999; Schreiber and
Galai-Gat 1993;
Witnessing death
Breslau et al. 1999; Ford 1999
Witnessing grotesque death
Green et al. 1990
Serving on graves-registration duty
Sutker et al. 1994
Being tortured or being taken captive
de Jong et al. 2001; Mollica et al. 1998; Speed et al.
1989; Sutker et al. 1993
Unpredictable and uncontrollable stressful
Foa et al. 1992; Southwick et al. 1993
exposure
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Risk Factor
Military Environment
Sexual trauma, including assault
Combat preparedness
Deployment to war zone without combat
Homecoming Environment
Lack of social support

References
Fontana et al. 1997b; Kang et al. 2005
Asmundson et al. 2002
Ikin et al. 2004
Fontana and Rosenheck 1994; Fontana et al. 1997a;
Green et al. 1990; Johnson et al. 1997; Koenen et al.
2003; Stretch 1985; Stretch et al. 1985

Personal Factors
Cumulative life stress before or after the
traumatic event
More resource loss, lower income or education,
older age
Being female

Breslau et al. 1999; Brewin et al. 2000; King et al.
1998; Maes et al. 2001; North et al. 1999
Norris et al. 2002
Kang et al. 2003; Wolfe et al. 1999

Table C.1 calls attention to a variety of risk factors for PTSD identified in studies of
military populations. Most of the studies cited were conducted in Vietnam or Gulf War veteran
populations. A few of the risk factors noted above are discussed below because they are
important or frequent predictors of PTSD in veterans.
Combat Exposure
Combat exposure and its severity are well-established risk factors documented in
carefully designed studies of Vietnam and Gulf War veterans (e.g., Goldberg et al. 1990; Kang et
al. 2003; Kulka et al. 1990; O'Toole et al. 1996). Combat exposure, in this context, includes
many specific types of related exposures, such as prisoner-of-war status and witnessing
gruesome injuries, torture, and death. Generally speaking, the greater the degree of combat
exposure, the greater the likelihood of developing PTSD and the longer the duration of
symptoms (Hoge et al. 2004; Kang et al. 2003; Koenen et al. 2003; Wolfe et al. 1999; Wolfe et
al. 1999). A nationally representative study of 30,000 veterans of the Gulf War era found that the
likelihood of PTSD increased as the number of combat-related stressors increased (Kang et al.
2003). Likewise, combat troops returning from Iraq report increased rates of PTSD compared to
troops before deployment and compared to rates after deployment to Afghanistan (Hoge et al.
2004; Koenen et al. 2003; Roy-Byrne et al. 2004).
For many soldiers and other military personnel, deployment to a war zone is the most
traumatic event in their lives. Relative to other common types of trauma, men who name combat
trauma as the most traumatic event of their lives are at the highest risk for PTSD, according to a
nationally representative study. They were 7 times more likely to have PTSD than those who
named other events as their “worst lifetime traumatic event” (Prigerson et al. 2001). Nearly 42%
of men who regarded combat as their worst lifetime experience met criteria for PTSD at some
point in their lives. That rate was higher than that for any of the other common types of trauma
reported by men in the study, including being sexually molested or raped and being physically
abused or neglected as a child (Table C.2). Combat-related PTSD also was more likely to be
associated with serious occupational and marital problems. In a separate analysis in the same
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epidemiologic study, combat-related PTSD was found responsible for nearly 30% of all PTSD
diagnoses in the United States (Prigerson et al. 2002).
TABLE C.2 Rates of PTSD, Occupational Problems, and Marital Problems in Traumatized Men in National
Comorbidity Survey
Lifetime PTSD
Occupational and Marital Problems (%)
Traumatic Incident Identified N
%
Currently
Recently
Ever
Spousal
as Worst Lifetime Event
Unemployed Fired
Divorced Abuse
Combat
96
41.8
20.2
13.6
39.0
15.2
Life-threatening accident
292
5.5
7.9
9.7
18.8
7.6
Natural disaster
178
3.9
13.4
4.9
9.5
4.0
Witnessing
492
6.1
7.7
4.4
11.3
5.4
Raped or sexually molested 32
32.5
4.8
3.0
12.0
3.7
Physical attack, threatened
273
1.6
4.4
4.3
12.0
10.4
with weapon, or held captive
Physically abused or
58
24.2
2.6
4.0
28.3
1.5
seriously neglected as child
Other qualifying trauma
152
5.1
8.3
6.3
12.2
8.0
Shock on learning of trauma 130
4.4
3.0
2.2
7.8
3.9
to a person close to you
Source: Adapted with permission from Prigerson et al. 2001.

Military Sexual Assault
Several factors in the military environment might be risk factors for development for
PTSD but sexual assault is an important one. Suris et al. (2004) noted that woman veterans were
9 times more likely to develop PTSD if they had a history of military sexual assault. Another
study (Kang et al. 2005) examined self-reported in-theater experiences of sexual harassment or
assault and combat exposure and found statistically significant increases in PTSD associated
with sexual assault in female and male veterans of the 1991 Gulf War.
Homecoming Environment
Lack of social support, particularly after the traumatic event, is a significant risk factor
for PTSD. As soldiers return home, lack of social support from family, friends, and community
is associated with PTSD, according to studies of Vietnam veterans (Fontana and Rosenheck
1994; Fontana et al. 1997a; Green et al. 1990; Johnson et al. 1997; Koenen et al. 2003; Stretch
1985; Stretch et al. 1985). The Vietnam War was unpopular and many veterans returning from
combat were greeted with disrespect, hostility, or condemnation. Although many Iraq and
Afghanistan veterans might be returning to more welcoming attitudes, the role of strong social,
family, and community support is still important. In a meta-analysis of more than 50 studies on
risk factors for PTSD in military and civilian populations, researchers found that lack of social
support was a leading risk factor for development of PTSD compared with such other risk factors
as lack of education, life stress, trauma severity, and other previous trauma (Box C.1) (Brewin et
al. 2000). A later meta-analysis by a team of investigators who used somewhat different methods
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also found that lack of social support was a strong risk factor for development of PTSD (Ozer et
al. 2003).
BOX C.1 Meta-analysis of Risk Factors for PTSD

Lack of education
Psychiatric history
Previous trauma
Family psychiatric history
Female sex
Low socioeconomic status
Low intelligence
Other adverse childhood events
Trauma severity
Life stress
Lack of social support
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

0.45

Effect Size

Source: Adapted with permission from Brewin et al. 2000.

Sex
In the US general population, women are about twice as likely as men to have PTSD at
some point in their lives. Their lifetime prevalence is 10-12% versus 5% for men (Kessler et al.
1995; Resnick et al. 1993). It is not clear why women have higher rates of PTSD than men. That
sex difference, however, is not peculiar to PTSD; women generally have higher rates of
depression and anxiety disorders (Kessler et al. 1995).
Women veterans serving in the Gulf War were more likely than men to screen positive
for likelihood of PTSD (Kang et al. 2003; Wolfe et al. 1999). Studies have not determined
whether that is due to different exposures or specifically to inherent sex differences in the
development of PTSD.
Ethnicity
After Vietnam, there was no difference in prevalence of PTSD between black, American
Indian, and white veterans. Rates among blacks were higher until the investigators performed
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analyses to remove the effects of their having had greater combat exposure (Beals et al. 2002;
Kulka et al. 1990). Still, questions linger about the ethnic minority differences, because several
less representative studies reported higher rates of PTSD among black Vietnam veterans (e.g.,
Allen 1986; Penk et al. 1989). Latino Vietnam veterans, especially Puerto Rican veterans, had
higher PTSD prevalence and more severe symptoms even after adjustment for combat exposure
(Ortega and Rosenheck 2000). Members of ethnic minorities appear to have a more chronic
course of PTSD as well (King et al. 1998; Koenen et al. 2003). Distinct ethnic groups might
differ in how they manifest symptoms, how they describe the symptoms, how they cope, what
support systems they use, and whether they seek or stay in care (Department of Health and
Human Services 2001).
PROTECTIVE FACTORS
Just as risk factors likely increase a person’s chances of developing PTSD, protective
factors might reduce the risk. Researchers have found that protective factors include coping with
the traumatic event in positive and active ways rather than by avoiding it (Benotsch et al. 2000;
Norris et al. 2002; North et al. 2001), better training and preparation to respond to a traumatic
event (Alvarez and Hunt 2005; Basoglu et al. 1997), higher education and income, a sense of
mastery or self-esteem, and male sex (Brewin et al. 2000; Kulka et al. 1990; Orcutt et al. 2004);
(Coker et al. 2005; Norris et al. 2002).
Beginning in the 1980s, research has shown that after a traumatic event, social support is
associated with reduced likelihood of PTSD (e.g., Cohen and Wills 1985; Kaniasty and Norris
1997; Koenen et al. 2003; Ozer et al. 2003). The research involved largely civilians exposed to
community or domestic violence. Social support is often defined as help with physical activities,
emotional support, and having someone to talk with about traumatic experiences or to turn to for
advice. Such social support might be provided by a network of health care and mental health care
professionals as well as by family and community members (Flannery 1990).
Studies of veterans have shown that social support, particularly after homecoming, is also
associated with reduced likelihood and severity of PTSD (Fontana and Rosenheck 1994; Fontana
et al. 1997b; King et al. 1998). It was found that the protective effects of homecoming were
greatest among those veterans who had the greatest war-zone exposures (Fontana et al. 1997a).
Interestingly, Fontana et al. (1997a) also showed that having been part of a cohesive military unit
did not have the protective effect of postwar social support.
One study (King et al. 1998), conducted in a sample of 1,632 Vietnam veterans from the
National Vietnam Veterans Readjustment Study, found that hardiness as a personality trait was
protective. Hardiness was a construct defined as having a sense of control over life, feeling that
life is meaningful, and being open to change.
CONCLUSION
This appendix provided a very brief discussion of some of the risk and protective factors
that might influence who will develop PTSD. Not all people who are exposed to traumatic events
develop a psychiatric disorder, such as depression or PTSD. Its development can depend on the
intensity of the traumatic event or stressor and on a host of pretrauma and posttrauma factors.
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